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Abstract 

This paper investigates the formality level of the language used in twenty articles from two sports that seem to 

cater to different social classes (soccer and horse polo). The articles that serve as the data were published in 

two different types of British newspapers, one broadsheet (The Daily Telegraph) and one tabloid (The Daily 

Express) from September 2010 through November 2017. The study uses a quantitative method by means of 

the F-measure, and a qualitative analysis of two articles whose results deviate from the rest. The quantitative 

results show that there is a difference in formality in sports articles on the two sports soccer and horse polo, 

where articles on polo score higher on the F-measure in both newspapers. Most articles on horse polo follow 

the pattern of the informational production with features like a high ratio of nouns, pronouns, long words, and 

adjectives often found in academic papers and legal documents etc. Articles on soccer follow the involved 

production, characterized by a high ratio of verbs, adverbs, pronouns, and WH-questions often found in 

spoken interaction. The qualitative analysis shows that the article on soccer which has a much higher F-score 

than the rest is an informative article on the price of season tickets, and that the polo article with a very low F-

score contained a lot of quoted speech. 

Keywords: register, f-measure, formality, soccer, horse polo 

 

Sammanfattning på svenska 

I den här uppsatsen undersöks formalitetsnivån i tjugo artiklar om fotboll och hästpolo. Två sporter som 

vanligtvis har utövare från olika samhällsklasser. Artiklarna som använts som data har blivit publicerade i två 

olika typer av brittiska tidningar, en dagstidning (The Daily Telegraph) och en kvällstidning (The Daily 

Express) från september 2010 till november 2017. I studien används en kvantitativ metod kallad the F-measure 

och en kvalitativ analys av de två artiklar där resultaten skilde sig från övriga. De kvantitativa resultaten visar 

att det är skillnad på formaliteten i artiklarna om fotboll och hästpolo, där artiklar om hästpolo får ett högre F-

värde än artiklar om fotboll i båda tidningarna. Flertalet artiklar om hästpolo följer mönstret för informativa 

texter som karaktäriseras av ett högt antal substantiv, pronomen, adjektiv och långa ord av den typ som ofta 

finns i akademiska uppsatser och juridiska dokument etc. Artiklar om fotboll följer oftast mönstret för 

involverade texter, som kännetecknas av ett högt antal av verb, adverb, pronomen och frågeordsfrågor som 

ofta hittas i talat språk. Den kvalitativa analysen visar att fotbollsartikeln som hade ett mycket högre F-värde 

än övriga var en informativ artikel om priser på säsongsbiljetter, och att poloartikeln som hade ett väldigt lågt 

F-värde innehöll en hel del citat från intervjuer. 

Nyckelord: register, f-measure, formalitet, fotboll, hästpolo   
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1. Introduction and aims 

When a person uses language, he or she will, most likely, give off indications about his or her 

personal and social upbringing that can be indexical of gender, age group, social class, 

religion, status and so forth (Mesthrie et al., 2009:5-6). How a person speaks will depend on 

the context; in other words, a person’s way of using language will depend on what is 

appropriate in different situations. These situations can be classified as occupational (e.g. 

among doctors), situational (e.g. in school) or topical (e.g. talking about horses) (Yule, 

2017:289). In linguistic theory, the situational use of language is usually referred to as 

register (Mesthrie et al., 2009:70). Registers differ in their linguistic features and what their 

primary communicative purposes are, and whether they are produced in speech or writing 

(Biber & Conrad, 2009:6). The most fundamental difference when it comes to register (or 

style) is between formal and informal language. An example of spoken formal language could 

be the sentences read out by a politician at his or her election victory speech, or in writing, a 

well-structured academic paper. An example of spoken informal language could be a 

conversation between two close friends, or in writing, a quick note left on a kitchen table 

(Biber & Conrad, 2009:109).  

 

In newspapers, sports articles are considered a subgenre of news reporting (Beard, 1998:84-

85), mostly because they concern a specific field of social and human activity, namely 

sporting life, and main sporting events. Ferguson (1983:155-163) claims that written sport 

reports are a (sub)register of sports discourse, and offers three interrelated tests that can be 

used to determine whether texts belongs to different sub-registers: 1) define what the 

discourse does, and what the users believe the discourse does as an understanding of a 

register, 2) describe what the social and communicative roles of the members in the discourse 

are, and 3) specify the knowledge, opinions and values shared by participants to determine the 

topic and subtopics of the discourse. However, one question worth asking is if sports 

reporting language is generally the same regardless of the sport and of the audience interested 

in the sport. This paper will investigate sports articles on two sports (soccer and horse polo) 

that appear to cater to different social classes, in order to see whether the language differs. 

Soccer is traditionally regarded as a working-class sport in Britain. Many soccer clubs in 

industrial cities have an image associated with working-class fans standing on open stands 
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and shouting (Beard, 1998:5). The Encyclopedia Britannica (2017: Soccer) claims that soccer 

is the world’s most popular ball game, and approximately 1.3 billion people are interested in 

the sport, which leads to a huge media coverage. Simple in its main rules and basic 

equipment, the sport can be played almost anywhere, from official soccer stadiums to streets 

or parks, which is beneficial for the lower classes. Another sport that has a traditional image 

in Britain, on the other side of the class-scale, is (horse) polo. Sykes (2009, 25 July), writes in 

the Daily Mail about the traditional image of polo:  

Back then, when polo was uniquely the preserve of the upper classes and those 

above officer rank in the military, matches were as dignified as they were 

exclusive. At Guards Polo Club in Windsor, founded in 1955 by the Queen at the 

personal behest of Prince Philip, royalty and the nobility could gather in the 

confidence that no interlopers from the middle and lower classes would gain 

entry. 

 

Dotiwala (2015) claims in the Huffington Post that horsey sports like racing and polo today 

are out of reach and seem to be off limits for average working-class people. Horses are 

expensive to own, keep or rent. In today’s media, reporting on polo often covers celebrity 

activity rather than the sport itself (Dotiwala, 2015). Considering the main followers of the 

two sports, there might be differences in language when it comes to formality in sports 

articles on the two sports soccer and polo. If sport articles on soccer and polo do draw 

different audiences, then there may indeed be a difference in the language used. On the other 

hand, different newspapers also tend to cater to people from different social classes, and 

therefore this paper will also investigate if there are any differences in formality when it 

comes to language use in articles on these two sports in two different types of newspapers. 

 

One way of testing the formality of the language use is to use the F-measure developed by 

Heylighen and Dewale (1999). The F-measure calculates the frequencies of word classes and 

applies a formula to the figures that demonstrates the level of formality in percentage. The 

aim of this study is to analyze and identify the level of formality used in soccer and polo 

reporting in two British newspapers, one broadsheet (The Daily Telegraph), and one tabloid 

(The Daily Express), primarily by means of the F-measure. The data for the study will consist 

of five articles sampled from the two sports and the two newspapers respectively. My research 

questions are:  

• Is there a difference in formality in sports articles between the two sports soccer and horse 

polo? 

• Is there a difference in formality in sports articles on soccer and horse polo between the two 

newspapers? 
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• If there are differences in the F-measure results, how is that reflected in the text? 

2. Background 

This section presents important theoretical concepts (2.1). The language in sports articles is 

presented in 2.2. In 2.3, two empirical studies will be presented and explained: The multi-

dimensional approach to variation (2.3.1) and the F-measure (2.3.2). 

2.1 Important theoretical concepts   

In the present section, the theoretical concepts that are relevant for this study will be 

presented. Biber and Conrad (2009) are of the view that register, genre, and style are three 

different “perspectives” that can be used when investigating texts, and the following section 

will rely to a great extent on their ideas. It starts by addressing the concept of register, which 

is the basis of the overall understanding of how people speak and write in different social 

situations (2.1.1). Then follows an account of genre (2.1.2) and style (2.1.3), which are also 

important concepts for understanding how people express themselves. Finally, in 2.1.4 

language variation across situations of use is explained.      

2.1.1 Register 

While dialects are based on a person’s geographical background and sociolects on social 

background, a register is a linguistic variety that is always bound to the social situation in 

which the speaker finds him- or herself (Lewandowski, 2008:21). People participating in 

repeated communication situations tend to acquire similar vocabularies, similar features of 

intonation, and characteristic parts of syntax and phonology that they use in these situations 

(Ferguson, 1994:20). Ferguson (1994) describes register further in the following way: 

 

A communication situation that occurs regularly in a society (in terms of 

participants, setting, communicative functions, and so forth) will tend over time to 

develop identifying markers of language structure and language use, different 

from the language of other communication situations. (Ferguson, 1994:20) 

 

Registers are defined in terms of their linguistic features, but also in terms of their situational 

contexts, for instance whether they are produced in speech or writing, whether they are 

interactive, and what their primary communicative functions are (Biber & Conrad, 2009:6). 

According to Halliday (1978:33), three variables decide register, namely, field, mode, and 

tenor. The field concerns the location in which the communication happens, the purpose, and 
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the topic of the interaction. The mode refers to the means or medium of conversation, for 

example, the option between writing and speech. Lastly, tenor defines the relationship 

between the speaker and the recipient. Biber and Conrad (2001:175) emphasize the 

importance of considering what the identified characteristics of communication contain in 

register studies. Throughout these studies, the most important characteristics to identify are 

the participants, their relations, and their attitudes towards the communication; the setting, 

including features like the extent to which time and place are shared by the participants, and 

the level of formality; the means of communication; the production and processing situations; 

the reason for the communication; and the topic of matter. Biber and Conrad (2001:175) 

suggest that a register can be described by a combination of each of these characteristics.   

 

The most fundamental difference between spoken registers and written registers is that written 

registers involve the time for planning and revising (Biber & Conrad, 2009:109). Biber and 

Conrad (2009:109) describes a major situational characteristic in the following way:  

 

One major situational characteristic shared by many written registers is a primary 

focus on communicating information rather than on developing a personal 

relationship. Of course, there are few uncontestable “facts,” and so most 

communication – in writing or speech – reflects some ideological perspective. 

Further, it is possible in writing to be interpersonal, and registers like personal 

letters or e-mail messages can be focused more on sharing personal feelings and 

attitudes than conveying information. But for many general written registers – 

exemplified in this chapter by newspapers and academic prose – readers and 

writers usually do not expect to share any personal connections with the author. 

 

Newspaper prose is a written register, and all different subsections in a newspaper like the 

news, letters to the editor, movie reviews, sports and so on have their own register, referred to 

as subregisters (Biber & Conrad, 2009:110). Consequently, there are several subregisters in 

newspapers. However, according to Biber and Conrad (2009:110), subregisters in newspapers 

have several characteristics that vary in the more general category. For example, the different 

communicative purposes among the subregisters in the sports pages vary depending on what 

kind of article it is. An interview with a famous soccer player is meant to give the reader an 

insight into the personal life of a star player in an entertaining kind of way. However, a 

straight match report is expected not to provide as much entertainment, but rather to report the 

event with as little bias as possible. Besides, the register of newspaper writing is difficult to 

generalize, since the choice of language not only depends on the many subregisters, but also 

on the kind of newspaper, whether it is a broadsheet or a tabloid (Lewandowski, 2008:28). 
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Moreover, the register can vary since editors and writers know that some readers will skim 

through a news article, and some will read it in detail. Consequently, writers and editors can 

use linguistic features that may aim to meet the needs of both these categories of readers 

(Biber & Conrad, 2009:113). 

 

Written sports articles, the topic of this study, can be considered a subregister of sports 

discourse (Ferguson 1983:155). To test Ferguson’s thesis (mentioned in the introduction) of 

pinpointing a subregister by three stages, one can identify written sports articles as a 

subregister in the following way: 1) sports articles in newspapers include plotting, gossip, and 

the personal lives of the stars; in other words, a lot of sports coverage is more focused on 

entertainment rather than information (Beard, 1998:83-84), 2) it addresses a wide audience, 

where different types of sports have their various main followers, which in turn influences the 

language used by writers and editors (Beard, 1998:85), and 3) the readers and writers share 

values like socio-political views and morals, which also influences the language used by 

writers and editors. Beard (1998:85) claims that in some cases sports reporting can even be 

regarded as constituting a body of ‘literature’: 

 

The followers of some sports have often claimed that writing on their sport 

constitutes a body of ‘literature’, the implication being that the sport has a social 

and cultural status higher than others. Two of the most obvious examples in 

Britain are cricket and golf, while it is often alleged, at least by those who are 

making claims for their own interests, that football has no literature worthy of 

note. The fact that cricket and golf are traditionally middle-class games, whereas 

football is seen as working-class is significant here – literature, some would have 

us believe, belongs to an elite group and so lies outside popular culture.  

 

Ghadessy (1988:20) also considers written sports articles as a subregister and claims that there 

are three main characteristics that distinguish this variety. Firstly, there are two discourse 

points that create written sports articles, the objective report and the expression of personal 

views or opinions. Secondly, Ghadessy points to the fact that although sports articles reach 

large audiences, the readers cannot give the writer feedback on the articles. Lastly, written 

sports reports flourish in specialist terminology.  

    

2.1.2 Genre 

Biber and Conrad’s (2009:16) genre perspective focuses on the linguistic characteristics that 

are used to structure complete texts. Texts that are used in particular situations for a specific 
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purpose may be classified using everyday descriptions like a business letter, a novel, a 

newspaper article, an advertisement, etc. Such categories are considered to be genres (Biber & 

Conrad, 2009:16). Biber and Conrad (2009:16) claim that the genre perspective normally 

focuses on language characteristics that occur only once in a text. For instance, traditional 

fairy tales often begin with the phrase once upon a time and end with happily ever after. 

These language characteristics serve a vital role in how texts from different fields are 

constructed. Therefore, genre studies are based on an analysis of complete texts from different 

fields; since the language characteristics are usually associated with the genre, they adapt to 

the culturally expected way of constructing texts that belong to a specific field. For instance, a 

genre study of business letters would analyze an anticipated written conversation between two 

businesspeople. These letters would probably include the expectations that they will begin 

with a greeting and title (e.g. “Dear Mr. Eriksson”), followed by the main body of the letter, 

and a closing expression with some type of politeness phrase like “sincerely” or “kind 

regards” (Biber & Conrad, 2009:17). The genre perspective often focuses on the rhetorical 

organization of texts from specific fields, especially written texts. For example, as a rule, a 

front-page newspaper article begins with a headline and the name of the place where the event 

occurred. The first lines of the text open with one or two sentences that recap the main 

happening, followed by sections describing some aspects of the story: how the event came 

about, the background, consequences of the event, and so on (Biber & Conrad, 2009:17). 

According to Biber and Conrad (2009:18), the difference between register and genre is that 

complete texts are required in order to identify linguistic characteristics associated with the 

genre perspective, whereas register studies may make use of parts of texts. 

 

2.1.3 Style 

As pointed out above, the register perspective focuses on the social situation in which a 

person finds him or herself. Therefore, it is used in association with the communicative 

purposes and situational context of texts. The genre perspective focuses on the most common 

characteristics of a complete text from a specific field, for example, how a business letter 

begins and ends. Styles, on the other hand, reflect aesthetic preferences connected to specific 

writers or historical periods (Biber & Conrad, 2009:2). 

 

Bell (2007:95) claims that the fundamental principle of language style is that a person does 

not always talk the same way on all occasions. In other words, a person has various 
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alternatives to express him/herself in different situations that carry different social meanings. 

Style has an impact on all aspects of language use, from lexical choice to conversational 

interaction, and a person’s style may differ depending on what type of audience is addressed 

(Bell, 2007:95). According to Biber and Conrad (2009:18), the style perspective is like the 

register perspective because it reflects the characteristic linguistic features associated with a 

group of text samples from different fields. However, the two perspectives differ in the 

fundamental reasons for the use of features that are not usefully inspired by the situational 

context. Styles are generally differentiated for the text within a register or genre, and they can 

vary in terms of length of sentences, different groups of writers, different historical periods, or 

what kind of writing it is, for example, if it is a novel or a scientific paper (Biber & Conrad, 

2009:18).  

 

According to Yule (2017:287), the most fundamental difference in language style is between 

formal and informal uses. Formal style is when a person pays more attention to how he or she 

is expressing something, and informal style is when a person pays less attention to language 

use. They are occasionally explained as “careful style” and “casual style” (Yule, 2017:287). 

Heylighen and Dewaele (1999:1) claim that the most frequently mentioned dimension of style 

aspects is formality since everybody makes at least an intuitive distinction between formal 

and informal manners of expression.  

 

Joos (1967:11) outlines five styles of formality to distinguish formal from informal language: 

1) The intimate style involves a lot of shared knowledge and background in a conversation 

between equals, for example, pillow talk between parents where private vocabulary is used. 2) 

The casual style is typically used in a group of friends and has features like slang, ellipsis, and 

interruption. 3) The consultative style is used in informal conversation between strangers and 

is not as casual as the style used with friends; one difference is that background information is 

provided, and no prior knowledge is assumed. 4) The formal style is determined more by the 

settings than the persons. This style often contains formal markers like whom, may I, and so 

on, when talking to strangers. According to Daniels (2008:11), the formal style is most often 

found in speeches, sermons, lectures, TV newscasts, and so on. 5) The frozen style is the most 

formal style. Daniels (2008:11) claims that the frozen style is reserved for print, and 

especially for literature. The style can be densely packed and repacked by its “speaker”, and it 

can be read and reread by its “listener”. 
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According to Shibamouli et al. (1999:11), informality is introduced by deictic expressions and 

implicature. Deictic expressions are the words in language that cannot be interpreted without 

knowing the context. Expressions like us, here, it, and tomorrow are examples of deictic 

expressions that are used to “point” to people, places, or time (Yule, 2017:144). Heylighen 

and Dewaele (2002:298) claim that formal language is very explicit and includes enough 

references for the reader or listener with little background knowledge to understand what is 

expressed, in order to avoid assumptions which would have remained implicit in an informal 

expression of the same meaning. On the other hand, informal language relies on features of 

context. Therefore, one of the most important indicators of formality is between context-

dependence and context-independence. The degree of shared context or common field 

between people communicating decides the choice of communication type. The more 

background people share, the easier it is for them to understand what expressions refer to. 

Consequently, they tend to use less formal language. If they do not have much shared 

common context, they tend to choose more formal language independent of the context, in 

order to avoid ambiguity and fuzziness (Heylighen & Dewaele, 2002:298). Heylighen and 

Dewaele (1999) investigated spoken language interaction, and the present study is on written 

sports articles; however, the degree of shared context can be expected to be of importance in 

writing also. As Ghadessy (1988:20) points out, there are several shared values between the 

writer and the targeted readers in sports writing, and this kind of writing flourishes in 

specialist vocabulary.   

 

2.1.4 Language variation across situations of use 

According to Finegan (2004:344), there are many ways in which written and spoken registers 

differ, and to describe their differences one must observe what kind of written or spoken 

register is being considered. He also emphasizes that the situation of use is the most 

influential factor in determining linguistic form (Finegan, 2004:344). However, when he 

tested the differences by comparing two texts, one legal document and one interview, he 

found no absolute differences between them, but he found that written registers tend to be 

more formal, more informational, and less personal. For the choice of texts, he claims that on 

a personal/impersonal continuum, the type of writing found in legal documents is at the 

impersonal end, while informal conversations tend toward the personal end (Finegan, 

2004:344). Listed below are some other differences that he found that could be useful for the 

present study (Finegan, 2004:345-349): 
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• Vocabulary: The interview contained shorter everyday words while the legal 

document contained long, uncommon words like regulations, jurisdiction, and 

unenforceable. 

• Nouns and pronouns: The legal document contained more nouns (40) than the 

interview (17). However, the interview contained more pronouns like, me, I, we etc.  

• Prepositions and prepositional phrases: The legal document contained 19 prepositions, 

while the interview contained 12. Notable is that the interview only contained one 

prepositional phrase. 

• Verbs: Were used more in the interview, and according to Finegan (2004:347), verbs 

represent the internal states of a speaker or writer which might be why the texts differ 

when it comes to verb frequency.  

• Adverbs: Normally, legal documents score high on adverbs, but in this text, they only 

appeared twice, compared to the interview where the interviewed person used adverbs 

fairly often to refer to time (e.g. first, then). 

2.2 Written sports reporting  

Many different sports are covered in sports articles, and followers of some sports think that 

their sport has a social and cultural status higher than others (Beard, 1998:85). This leads to 

audience differences, and as Ferguson (1994:20) outlines, people participating in repeated 

communication situations tend to develop the same sort of characteristic syntax and 

vocabulary that they use in these situations. This probably influences the register, since 

writers and editors most likely will “speak the customer’s language” containing a lot of 

recognizable vocabulary for the targeted readers (Biber & Conrad, 2001:175).   

 

Beard (1998:85) claims that sports articles include reports of sporting events, profiles of 

leading figures, analysis of events to come, gossip, narratives of the personal life of stars and 

so on. In other words, it includes a lot of different things that influence the genre of writing. 

For example, a sports article on a sporting event with the benefit of retrospection will appear 

different from the genre perspective compared with a reportage on the personal life of a star 

athlete in the way it is structured. 
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According to Beard (1998:1) all sports are part of the complex system of human behavior that 

is called “society”, and many factors need to be considered when analyzing the status of a 

sport in society. The most important factors cover economics, including the selling of 

merchandise, advertising, the wages of players, the way the sport has been broadcast on 

television and a lot more. These factors strengthen the idea that sport is shaped by social 

influences that help to create a sense of shared purpose and group identity that creates a 

traditional image (Beard, 1998:3). This will possibly influence the language used, since, 

according to Ghadessy (1988:20), there are several shared interests between specific writers 

of a sport and the targeted readers of the same sport.    

2.3 Measuring formality in language  

In the present section, Biber’s multi-dimensional approach to variation will be presented and 

explained in 2.3.1. In 2.3.2 the F-measure and how it is used to calculate the level of formality 

is explained.  

2.3.1 The multi-dimensional approach to variation    

The multi-dimensional approach (abbreviated MD) to textual variation is associated primarily 

with Douglas Biber, and it was introduced to explain particular puzzling findings in early 

studies on different registers (McEnery & Hardie, 2012:104). The approach looks at the use of 

a large range of features of language in different registers and uses statistical methods to piece 

them together into a more complex and subtle picture of how registers differ from one 

another. Called the multi-dimensional approach, it observes a list of sixty-seven linguistic 

features, in contrast to previous studies in the field which often focused on one or a smaller 

group of features (McEnery & Hardie, 2012:104). The next step in the MD method is to 

measure the frequency of each of the features within a corpus sampled from a mixed set of 

registers, such as written texts, spoken texts, professional letter writing etc. A statistical 

analysis is then applied to frequencies of the numerous linguistic features. The purpose of this 

statistical technique (called factor analysis) is to group together linguistic features which tend 

to co-vary with one another (McEnery & Hardie, 2012:105).   

 

According to McEnery and Hardie (2012:105), when Biber applied this approach, it appeared 

that texts which contained many past tense verbs also included many third person pronouns; 

hence these features are grouped together. The factor analysis then continues in this way until 

it has reduced a large list of linguistic features to a smaller number of factors that describe the 
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variation among the texts in the dataset (McEnery & Hardie, 2012:105). The key to the MD 

approach is that these factors are interpreted as dimensions; for example, a text can be formal 

or informal, and it can concern a concrete subject matter or an abstract subject matter. 

However, there is no essential relationship between these two parameters of the register. To 

clarify, a text on abstract matters could equally well be formal or informal, as could a text on 

concrete matters (McEnery & Hardie, 2012:105). The dimensions are linked together with the 

functional requirements of a register with linguistic features that are favored by those 

functional requirements. For example, features like the past tense and third person pronouns 

relate to the function of narrative discourse, more specifically, the relation of past events with 

specific participants. A high frequency of attributive adjectives is associated with elaborate 

noun phrases, a feature of non-narrative discourse; hence, a low frequency of attributive 

adjectives becomes associated with narrative (McEnery & Hardie, 2012:106). 

  

Biber’s MD analysis yields five dimensions on which texts vary (McEnery & Hardie, 

2012:106):   

▪ Dimension 1: Involved versus Informational Production  

▪ Dimension 2: Narrative versus Non-Narrative Concerns  

▪ Dimension 3: Explicit versus Situation-Dependent Reference  

▪ Dimension 4: Overt Expression of Persuasion  

▪ Dimension 5: Abstract versus Non-Abstract Information 

 

Since the dimensions are to a large extent independent, the ordering of the registers may vary 

from dimension to dimension. According to Jonsson (2013:36) the registers that scored low 

on Dimension 1 (the informational end) produced the interpretation that these indicate an 

“informational” focus in texts. Analyzing the co-occurrence patterns of these features in text, 

Biber found, for example, written expository and academic prose to represent such 

informational writing. Typical features of such writing are frequent nouns, long words, plenty 

of attributive adjectives modifying the nouns (e.g. independent social factors, economic 

resources, social mobility) frequent prepositional phrases and sequences of prepositional 

phrases (e.g. of a number of independent social factors) (Jonsson, 2013:36). By contrast, the 

registers that scored high on Dimension 1 (the involved end) were face-to-face and telephone 

conversations with frequent features like first and second person pronouns, direct WH-

questions (including those which began with how), and contractions (e.g. you’re, won’t, 

aren’t, you’d) (Jonsson, 2013:37).  
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2.3.2 The F-measure   

Since texts from different genres tend to have different degrees of formality, one can test the 

formality level in sports articles by using a measure of formality, the F-measure. The F-

measure is an empirical measure of formality offered in a study by Heylighen and Dewaele 

(1999). In the study Heylighen and Dewaele use the F-measure to measure the level of 

formality in different languages, both in speech and writing, one of the languages being 

English. The F-measure analyses the occurrence of eight word classes and relates the numbers 

to a formula that shows the level of formality in the investigated text or speech, stated in 

percentage. The percentage will vary between 0-100%, and the more formal the language 

used, the higher the percentage is expected to be (Heylighen & Dewaele, 1999:1). In order to 

distinguish more formal from less formal word classes, Heylighen and Dewaele consider 

nouns to increase the level of formal language, whereas verbs are considered to decrease the 

level, similar to Biber’s Dimension 1 (see 2.3.1). The eight word classes are divided into two 

groups depending on whether they occur more often in context-independent (non-deictic, 

formal) or context-dependent (deictic) language; in other words, if the language contains all 

the information needed to make it explicit, or the receiver has enough additional access to the 

context to make the language implicit (Heylighen & Dewaele, 1999:11-13). Context-

dependent words belong to the categories of verbs, adverbs, pronouns, and interjections, 

where pronouns are the clearest examples of deictic words. Context-independent words are 

adjectives, nouns, articles, and prepositions (Heylighen & Dewaele, 1999:11-13). The 

remaining category of conjunctions has no reference and does not seem to be related to 

formality. Therefore, conjunctions are not put in either category. Heylighen and Dewaele 

(1999:13), explain the calculation procedure in the following way: 

 

If we add up the frequencies of the formal categories, subtract the frequencies of 

the deictic categories and normalize to 100, we get a measure which will always 

increase with an increase of formality. This leads us to the following simple 

formula: 

 

F = (noun frequency + adjective freq. + preposition freq. + article freq. – pronoun 

freq. – verb freq. – adverb freq. – interjection freq. + 100)/2 

 

The frequencies are here expressed as percentages of the number of words 

belonging to a particular category with respect to the total number of words in the 

excerpt. F will then vary between 0 and 100% (but obviously never reach these 

limits). The more formal the language excerpt, the higher the value of F is 

expected to be. 
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If there are enough words in the two categories (‘formal’ and ‘deictic’), the result F ought to 

be sufficient to differentiate levels of formality, according to Heylighen and Dewaele 

(1999:13).  

 

In Heylighen and Dewaele’s study (1999:19) English texts from different fields scored 

differently on the F-measure. The lowest (most informal) score was found in interviews 

(F=46), and the highest (most formal) score was found in informational writing (F=61). In 

between these two results came imaginative writing (F=47), and writing (in general) (F=58). 

The F-measure therefore appears to be a good measure for the research questions in this 

study. 

3. Methods 

This section will begin by explaining the data collection (3.1). Then follows a description of 

the quantitative methods used, including the pilot study (3.2). Finally, there is a description of 

the qualitative methods used in the study (3.3). 

3.1 Data collection  

The articles used in the study were collected from two British newspapers, one daily tabloid 

(The Daily Express) and one daily broadsheet (The Daily Telegraph). Twenty articles were 

collected in total, ten articles from The Daily Telegraph and ten articles from The Daily 

Express. Five articles from each newspaper were on polo and five on soccer and the aim was 

to sample articles of approximately the same word count from the two sports and the two 

newspapers respectively. As it turned out, the articles in The Daily Telegraph were slightly 

longer than the ones in The Daily Mail (see Tables 1 – 4), but since the F-measure calculates 

percentages of the words in eight word classes in each article, this should not affect the 

results. The resulting twenty articles comprised altogether 11,397 words and were obtained 

from articles published from September 2010 through November 2017. The reason for the 

time range is that articles on polo are rare in the two newspapers, particularly in The Daily 

Express which seems to cover polo mostly through celebrity events and the like. Since polo is 

not covered regularly in most newspapers, the sampling was based on the broadsheet and 

tabloid that contained the most recent articles on polo. That is why these two specific 

newspapers were chosen.  
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 All articles were then copied and pasted into a Microsoft Word document to examine the 

number of words in each article. In total, the articles on soccer and polo from The Daily 

Telegraph were slightly longer (around 3,500 words) than the articles on soccer and polo 

from The Daily Express (around 2,200 words). Tables 1-4 gives an overview of the data used 

in the present investigation.  

 

Table 1: Headlines, publication date, and word count for articles on soccer collected from The Daily Telegraph  

Soccer Daily Telegraph 
(Headlines) 

Published Word 
count 

David Moyes plans to make West Ham players work until they cry 8 November 
2017 

907 

Eni Aluko 'disappointed and surprised' by lack of support from 
England players 

9 November 
2017 

342 

Exclusive: Everton fail in move to lure Marco Silva from Watford 15 November 
2017 

442 

Jens Lehmann exclusive: The secrets behind The Invincibles and 
fighting back to win the 2005 FA Cup 

11 November 
2017 

1424 

Price of Football: Over 80 per cent of Premier League ticket prices 
reduced or frozen... and Carlisle have cheapest pies 

16 November 
2017 

467 

Total:  3582 

 
 

Table 2: Headlines, publication date, and word count for articles on polo collected from The Daily Telegraph 

 

Polo Daily Telegraph  
(Headlines) 

Published  Word 
count 

Cowdray Park sets the scene ahead of 2017 polo season 3 April 2017 795 

Hat-trick for King Power Foxes in Jaeger-LeCoultre Gold Cup for 
British Open Polo Championship 

25 July 2017 690 

England polo to play India at Hurlingham 6 April 2017 329 

Meghan Markle watches boyfriend Prince Harry play polo - with a 
host of other famous faces 

6 May 2017 739 

England polo star Tommy Beresford relishing prospect of saddling up 
with Adolfo Cambiaso 

25 March 
2017 

947 

Total:  3500 
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Table 3: Headlines, publication date, and word count for articles on soccer collected from The Daily Express 

 

Soccer Daily Express 
(Headlines) 

Published Word 
count  

Arsenal news: Arsene Wenger should have stepped down says 
Alan Smith – EXCLUSIVE 

17 November 
2017 

647 

Man Utd news: Zlatan Ibrahimovic explains why he vacated No 9 
shirt for Romelu Lukaku 

17 November 
2017 

293 

Manchester United preparing to sign Tottenham star Danny Rose 
in January: Star wants move 

17 November 
2017 

362 

Barcelona news: Lionel Messi and Neymar have discussed PSG 
troubles and possible return 

17 November 
2017 

402 

Chelsea star Willian urges Blues to recall Ruben Loftus-Cheek from 
Crystal Palace 

17 November 
2017 

446 

Total:  2150 

 
  

Table 4: Headlines, publication date, and word count for articles on polo collected from The Daily Express  

Polo Daily Express 
(Headlines) 

Published Word 
count 

The Queen's favourite polo player who taught William and Harry 
dies in freak accident 

26 February 
2016 

395 

'Being a father is a game changer' (which explains how Prince 
William won the polo match) 

13 August 2013 421 

Meghan Markle 'very keen' to learn polo after watching 
boyfriend Prince Harry compete 

22 May 2017 379 

Prince Harry thrown head first from horse in dramatic fall during 
charity polo match 

28 November 
2015 

526 

Prince Harry's polo horse injury probe 3 September 
2010 

444 

Total:  2165 

 
 

3.2 Quantitative methods 

To identify the word classes of the words in the texts a tagger called the Constituent 

Likelihood Automatic Word-tagging System (CLAWS) was used (freely available on the 

internet from Lancaster University; see Appendix 2). The tagset used is called C5 and it is a 

shortened set with 60 tags. C5 distinguishes word classes from each other by tagging 

capitalized letters abbreviated for each word class behind every word in a text, referred to as a 

tag (Lindquist, 2009:45-46). The tagged version of the sentence in (1) is shown in (2) (from 

the pilot study):    

 

(1) Liverpool sit fifth in the table but already trail leaders Manchester City by 12 

points.  
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(2) Liverpool_NP0 sit_VVB fifth_ORD in_PRP the_AT0 table_NN1 but_CJC 

already_AV0  

trail_VVB leaders_NN2 Manchester_NP0 City_NN1 by_PRP 12_CRD 

points_NN2 ._SENT  

-----_PUN 

(Daily Star, 9th November 2017). 

 

Each tag in this sentence represents a word class; for example, _NN1 represents a singular 

noun like in City or table, and _AT0 an article (e.g. the), and so on (see Appendix 1 for all 

tags).  

 

All texts were tagged using the CLAWS tagger. Each of the tagged texts was saved as a text 

file (.txt), in order to be able to be used with a concordancer. The concordancer used in this 

study was AntConc (freely available online, see Appendix 2) The use of a concordancer was 

essential in order for the results to be reliable, since tagging the results manually would have 

been very time consuming, and there would be a big risk of errors. 

 

In AntConc, searches were made for the various word classes included in the F-measure. The 

frequencies of each word class were then divided by the total number of words in the text, in 

order to get the frequencies expressed as a percentage. For example, in the pilot study (see 

3.2.1), there were 300 words in the text, and the search word *_N*, used to identify all nouns, 

got 76 hits. 76 divided by 300 equals 0.2533; hence the percentage is 25.33% which is the 

figure used for the noun frequency in the F-measure. The procedure was repeated for all word 

classes included in the F-measure (see 2.3).  

3.2.1 Pilot study 

According to Sealey (2010:228-229), a research process is reliable if the method used gives 

consistent results across repetitions of the same procedure. Once the analyst applies a 

consistent procedure in coding examples, this should ensure intra-(within)- rater reliability. In 

other words, if a study with high reliability was reproduced, the results would be the same. A 

good way of testing reliability is to repeat something two or more times to get a bigger picture 

of the stability of the measure in a so called test-retest method (Sealey, 2010:192). To reach as 

high a level of reliability as possible, I decided to do a pilot study before I investigated the 

selected articles to test the reliability of the F-measure, the tagger, and the concordancer on 

sports articles. The article in the pilot study covered approximately the same number of words 

(300) as the articles I later selected for the study and was about soccer from a tabloid called 
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The Daily Star (see Appendix 2). Using the formula this yielded an F-score of 58, which is 

the same score that writing (in general) received in Heylighen and Dewaele’s study (1999:19). 

Furthermore, the F-measure was tested earlier by Heylighen and Dewaele (1999), as well as 

by Haiying et al. (2013:310) who point out that “As long as there are sufficient words in each 

of the two supercategories, the resulting measure should be sufficient to distinguish different 

degrees of contextuality”, which also increases the reliability of the present study.  

3.3 Qualitative methods  

The quantitative results from the F-measure showed that there was a higher ratio of nouns and 

prepositions in articles on polo, and a higher ratio of verbs in articles on soccer (see Table 5 in 

4.1). However, two results stood out from the others, namely, one article on polo from The 

Daily Telegraph, and one article on soccer from the same newspaper. The two articles did not 

follow the pattern of the rest of the articles (see 4.2). A decision was made to investigate these 

two articles in detail in a qualitative analysis to look at features that can explain why these 

two articles were different from the rest. To find features that could perhaps explain these 

differences, I reread in detail all five articles from The Daily Telegraph on the two sports in 

order to see if there were visible characteristic differences between the articles. Furthermore, 

the primary focus was on word class feature characteristics of Biber’s Dimension 1 

(Informational versus Involved production) (see 2.3.1), and Finegan’s language variation 

across situations of use (see 2.1.4) to try to find an explanation why these two articles 

deviated from the general pattern.    

4. Analysis and results 

This section will present the analysis and results of the data using the F-measure. In 4.1 the 

quantitative results will be displayed and analyzed, and in 4.2, the two texts which deviated 

from the pattern identified in 4.1 will be investigated from a qualitative point of view. 

4.1 Quantitative results  

The quantitative F-measure results demonstrate that there are differences when it comes to 

formality in sports articles between the two sports soccer and polo. Likewise, there are 

differences between the two newspapers when it comes to formality. In general, articles on 

horse polo scored higher on the F-measure than soccer articles regardless of which newspaper 
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they came from. The most striking result, however, was how similar the figures for polo and 

soccer were in the two newspapers (The Daily Telegraph and The Daily Express). In Figure 1, 

all five articles from each sport and newspaper are put together to show the overall score of 

the two sports and the two newspapers. As can be seen, the horse polo articles from the 

broadsheet (The Daily Telegraph) had the formality score 66.07 and the horse polo articles 

from the tabloid (The Daily Express) received a formality score of 65.85; i.e., the difference 

was minimal. Articles on soccer from the two newspapers also received approximately the 

same score, (F=56.85) for The Daily Telegraph, and (F=56.32) for The Daily Express.  

  

 

Figure 1: Formality score for the five articles on polo and soccer in two newspapers 

 

 Figure 1 shows the overall results and suggests that there is in principle no difference 

between the two newspapers. However, Figure 2, which shows the formality scores for each 

individual article, demonstrates that the articles from The Daily Express have very similar 

scores for polo and soccer, respectively, whereas in The Daily Telegraph, two articles have 

scores which deviate very much from the rest, namely Article 5 on polo, which scores much 

lower than the other articles on polo, and Article 1 on soccer, which scores very high 

compared to the other articles on soccer. 
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Figure 2: The F-score for all twenty articles from the two sports and newspapers 

 

Table 5 shows the results for each individual article. As can be seen, most horse polo articles 

scored high on formality, with the highest score being F=75.85 (PDT1). However, as pointed 

out above, article 5 (PDT5) has one of the lowest formality scores of all articles (F=50.36). 

The lowest formality scores overall are found in articles on soccer from The Daily Express 

with scores like F=52.85 (SDE4) and F=50.85 (SDE5). However, the lowest score of all is 

found in article 5 (SDT5) on soccer from The Daily Telegraph (F=48.95).  
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Table 5: Frequencies in percent and resulting formality scores for all articles coming from the two newspapers 

(PDT=Polo The Daily Telegraph, SDT=Soccer The Daily Telegraph, PDE=Polo The Daily Express, 

SDE=Soccer The Daily Express) (Formal categories= Nouns, Articles, Prepositions, and Adjectives) (Deictic 

categories= Pronouns, Verbs, Adverbs, and Interjections) 

           

 Nouns Art. Prepos. Adject.  Prono. Verbs Adver. Interj. Formality 
PDT1 38.69 11.15 14.05 6.08  2.75 11.73 3.76 - 75.85 
PDT2 35.25 10.63 12.46 9.42  3.34 13.98 4.25 - 73.09 
PDT3 35.97 8.10 13.58 7.04  4.52 13.20 5.15 - 70.91 
PDT4 37.61 9.47 11.63 5.41  4.87 15.56 5.81 0.13 68.87 
PDT5 21.43 8.23 11.93 4.11  12.98 21.75 10.24 - 50.36 
           
SDT1 31.90 9.20 15.20 7.28  1.49 12.41 4.28 - 72.7 
SDT2 27.77 6.72 13.15 4.38  9.64 22.51 4.38 - 57.74 
SDT3 24.15 8.28 11,51 5,19  9.62 18.46 7.65 0,07 56.66 
SDT4 26.24 5.88 11.53 5.42  8.37 22.62 5.88 - 56.1 
SDT5 21.83 7.49 8.37 4.41  12.01 24.03 8.04 0.11 48.95 
           
PDE1 32.91 8.86 12.40 7.34  9.36 13.92 4.05 - 67.09 
PDE2 33.50 9.76 10.29 7,12  3.95 19.26 4.74 - 66.36 
PDE3 32.50 9.69 10.83 7.60  7.22 16.92 4.94 - 65.77 
PDE4 34.20 9.26 14.25 3.08  7.36 20.66 4.75 - 64.01 
PDE5 27.02 12.38 13.51 5.63  6.98 19.36 4.50  63.85 
           
SDE1 25.34 7.88 12.21 5.40  7.26 19.16 5.71 - 59.35 
SDE2 26 9.64 10 5.82  10.08 21.82 4.7 - 57.59 
SDE3 26.79 6.62 11.87 6.07  7.18 21.82 7.18 - 57.58 
SDE4 23.63 6.46 9.70 6.46  11.19 21.89 7.46 - 52.85 
SDE5 24.91 5.80 9.55 5.46  14.67 23.54 5.80 - 50.85 

 
 

Overall, Table 5 shows a clear pattern: formality is higher in articles on polo than on soccer. 

The smallest difference is seen in the newspaper articles on soccer, where most have an F-

score between 56 and 57. However, a diverging pattern can be seen in articles on soccer and 

polo from The Daily Telegraph, where the highest formality scores were 72.7 (SDT1) and 

75.85 (PDT1), whereas the lowest scores were only 48.95 (SDT5) and 50.36 (PDT5). 

   

To summarize, formality seems to be higher in articles on polo than on soccer. Moreover, the 

F-scores for the two sports were overall very similar in the two newspapers. However, as 

shown in Figure 2, the F-scores of two articles deviated very much from the rest. These two 

articles will be analyzed in 4.2. 
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4.2 Qualitative analysis  

In general, the articles on polo from The Daily Telegraph reached the highest scores on 

formality (4 out of 5) out of all twenty articles collected. However, one article only reached a 

formality score of F= 50.36 (Article 5, Polo The Daily Telegraph). In contrast, articles on 

soccer from The Daily Telegraph inclined to reach low scores compared to articles on polo (4 

out of 5) from the two newspapers. However, one article stood out with the formality score F= 

72.7 (Article 1, Soccer The Daily Telegraph) which was one of the highest scores in total 

from all twenty articles collected from the two newspapers.          

 

When I reread all five articles from The Daily Telegraph on soccer, I discovered that all 

articles except the one that differed from the others (Article 1, soccer The Daily Telegraph) 

contained quotations from soccer players or coaches, and that the sentences were much 

shorter than most of the sentences in Article 1. Quotations are reports of spoken language, and 

spoken language is generally less formal than written language. This can be related to 

Finegan’s (2004:344) study on language variation across situations of use, where he compares 

a legal document with an interview and found differences like a higher noun ratio in the legal 

document, while the interview scored higher on verb ratio (see 2.1.4). The four articles that 

did follow the pattern were either about soccer players or coaches, and their destiny in the 

soccer “world”, while the article that differed was on the prices in and around soccer events in 

Britain, and inform followers where they could find the most expensive and cheapest season 

tickets, match tickets, replica shirts, pies, tea etc. This can be related to Biber’s Dimension 1, 

where the registers that scored low on Dimension 1 (the informational end) produced the 

interpretation that these indicated an “informational” focus in texts, including information and 

detailed lexical choice (Jonsson, 2013:36). These informational features can be seen in a 

sentence from Article 1: 

 

Average season ticket prices across England's top flight are at their lowest levels 

since 2013, having dropped for a second successive year, with 82.5 per cent of all 

ticket prices in the division having fallen or remained the same. (The Daily 

Telegraph, 16 November 2017)  

 

This can be compared with an example from Article 3 which contains quotations from the 

West Ham United soccer club coach David Moyes:  
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At his presentation at West Ham, Moyes portrayed the image of a manager who 

has learnt from bitter experience – most recently at Sunderland where he made a 

“poor choice in the club I chose” – and, importantly, one who is determined to 

grasp the opportunity. “I’m here and I am on a job, I am on a mission in my own 

head… I do have a point to prove. I do. Maybe I have to do that, and show it. 

Sometimes you have to repair things, and maybe I’ve got a little bit to repair,” 

Moyes said. (The Daily Telegraph, 8 November 2017) 

 

 

The latter example (from SDT3) contains many words associated with the deictic category, 

especially many instances of the first-person pronoun I which is typical of spoken language. 

One can clearly see in Table 5 that the percentage of pronouns is higher (9.62) in PDT 5 than 

in the article with the high F-score (PDT1), where the pronoun score is much lower (1.49). 

Moreover, looking at the data from other articles with a low F-measure, it is notable that they 

are lower precisely because they contain a lot of reported speech.   

 

In the polo articles from The Daily Telegraph there was a lot more information on the events 

and the sport itself compared with the articles on soccer from the same newspaper. However, 

when I compared the four texts with the one that differed (PDT5), I found that the four 

articles with a high F-score contained detailed information on the players, horses, and 

audience, unlike PDT5. In PDT5 polo players and horses were referred to by their names with 

no further information about their background, as well as no remark on who is in the 

audience. Moreover, the article contained quotations from a polo player, similar to most 

articles on soccer regardless of newspaper. Examples of that can be seen in an excerpt from 

Article 1 Polo from The Daily Telegraph: 

 

Adolfo Cambiaso has always been very well organised on that front. "I had a good 

season last year with Talandracas but Cambiaso being at the top of the game for 

so many years it's always good to play with him." Beresford explained that he is 

acquainted with the Argentine great. "I played with Adolfo in 2014. I subbed him 

for Dubai when they won the Gold Cup. (The Daily Telegraph, 25 March 2017)  

 

The informal features in the text are seen in the high number of verbs (e.g. play) and pronouns 

(e.g. I) which both are word classes in the deictic category. 

  

An example from PDT3 shows the informational writing that is typical of the other four 

articles: 
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The Indian Team will be led by HH Maharaja Padmanabh Singh, who belongs to 

the Royal family of Jaipur. He follows a bloodline of top international polo 

players including his Grand-Father, the late Maharaja Sawai Man Singhji 

Bahadur, who was a close polo-playing friend of Prince Charles. Joining HH in 

the team will be Shamsher Ali Khan (6), India’s highest rated polo player and 

Samir Suhag (5). (The Daily Telegraph, 6 April 2017) 

 

 

Formal features that are typical of this example is that it contains a high ratio of noun phrases 

(e.g. a bloodline of top international polo players) and proper nouns (e.g. HH Maharaja 

Padmanabh Singh) which is the main word class in the non-deictic category that will increase 

the formality level of texts. One can clearly see in Table 5 that in PDT5 the verb ratio is 

higher (21.75) than in the other articles, while the ratio of nouns is lower (21.43) compared 

with the other articles on polo from The Daily Telegraph; i.e., that article is situated closer to 

the personal end of the personal/impersonal continuum (see Section 2.1.4).  

 

To summarize the results, the main difference between SDT1 and the other four articles on 

soccer from The Daily Telegraph is that it contains a larger number of words belonging to the 

non-deictic/formal category. Furthermore, like the legal document in Finegan’s study, the 

article contained more nouns and prepositions than the other four articles and was thus closer 

to the impersonal end. The other four articles were partly made up of interviews and closer to 

the personal end containing more verbs and adverbs. The results reflect the difference 

between involved versus informational production (Biber’s Dimension 1), where the texts that 

scored low on the dimension indicated an informational focus in texts, whereas texts that 

scored high on the same dimension indicated an involved end (e.g. face to face 

conversations). SDT1 can be regarded as an informational production, containing frequent 

nouns and prepositional phrases, while the other four articles on soccer in The Daily 

Telegraph can be characterized as involved production, containing many pronouns and verbs. 

Hence, individual articles on sports may deviate from the general pattern. 

4.3 Discussion 

The results brought up some interesting differences that are in line with Finegan’s and Biber’s 

descriptions of the language of written texts. One reason reports on polo and soccer differ 

when it comes to informational versus involved production may be due to the popularity of 

the two sports. Soccer is the world’s biggest sport with massive interest and coverage around 

the world, while polo does not cater to that many people around the globe. This naturally 
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affects the number of articles on each sport respectively, where articles on soccer do not need 

to explain/inform the readers of what kind of club, players, coaches etc. are associated with, 

for example, Manchester United Soccer club. Polo, on the other hand, needs a lot more 

explaining and information to make it understandable to the average reader since not as many 

people have extensive knowledge of the sport. The results of the present study suggest that the 

audience’s familiarity with the sport rather than its association with a particular social class is 

what explains why polo articles in general are written in more formal language than articles 

on soccer. 

5. Conclusion 

The quantitative results show that there is a difference in formality in sports articles on the 

two sports soccer and horse polo, where articles on polo score higher on the F-measure. 

Furthermore, the results show that there was no difference in formality between the two 

newspapers, as the F-score for the two sports were very similar in the two newspapers. The 

differences in the F-scores were reflected in the texts, and it appeared that most articles on 

polo follow the pattern of informational production with features like a high ratio of nouns, 

long words, and adjectives. Articles on soccer follow the involved/impersonal production, 

characterized by a high ratio of verbs, adverbs, pronouns, and WH-questions.  

 

The F-measure worked well as a measure of formality, and agreed with the frameworks 

suggested by Finegan and Biber, which can be summarized as saying that the 

presence/absence of non-deictic words either increase or decrease the level of formality in the 

texts. The size of the data was fairly small, but enough to indicate certain tendencies between 

the formality of reports on the two sports investigated. The articles from The Daily Telegraph 

were slightly longer than the articles from The Daily Express, but since the F-measure makes 

use of the percentage of word classes, this is not likely to have influenced the results in any 

way. A larger sample would be needed to test whether this was indeed the case. 

 

The present paper demonstrated clear differences in the formality of sports reporting on 

soccer and polo. This could be further investigated by doing similar studies on other sports 

than the two in focus in the present study. Since the audience’s familiarity with the sport was 

considered one factor of importance for the formality level of the language used, another 
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approach could be to study articles on the same sport (e.g. soccer) in newspapers from 

different English-speaking countries. For instance, soccer does not have the same wide 

following in the U.S. as in Britain, which might mean that the formality level is slightly 

higher in American articles on soccer. Such a study might indicate whether there is one 

international register of soccer, or whether registers differ geographically. 
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Appendix 1 

The C5 tagset for the CLAWS tagger (Lindquist, 2009:45-46). 

Tag Explanation  Forms 

AJ0 Adjective (unmarked) e.g. good, old 

AJC Comparative adjective  e.g. better, older 

AJS Superlative adjective  e.g. best, oldest  

AT0 Article  e.g. the, a, an  

AV0 Adverb (unmarked) e.g. often, well, longer 

AVP Adverb particle  e.g. up, off, out 

AVQ Wh-adverb  e.g. when, how, why 

CJC Coordinating conjunction e.g. and, or  

CJS Subordinating conjunction  e.g. although, when 

CJT The conjunction that   

CRD Cardinal numeral 3, fifty-five, 5678 

DPS Possessive determined form e.g. your, their 

DT0 General determiner e.g. these, some 

DTQ Wh- determiner  e.g. whose, which  

EX0 Existential there   

ITJ Interjection or other isolate  e.g. oh, yes, wow 

NN0 Noun (neutral for numbers)  e.g. aircraft, data 

NN1 Singular noun  e.g. goose, pencil 

NN2 Plural noun  e.g. geese, pencils  

NP0 Proper noun  e.g. New York, Steve  

NULL For items not to be tagged   

ORD ordinal e.g. sixth, last 

PNI Infinite pronoun  e.g. none, everything 

PNP Personal pronoun  e.g. you, them, ours 
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PNQ Wh- pronoun  e.g. who, whoever 

PNX Reflexive pronoun  e.g. itself, yourself 

POS The possessive  e.g. ‘s or ‘ 

PRF The preposition of   

PRP Preposition (except for of) e.g. for, above, to 

PUL Punctuation left bracket  i.e. ( 

PUN Punctuation general mark  i.e..  

PUQ Punctuation quotation mark  i.e. “ 

PUR Punctuation right bracket  i.e.) 

TO0 Infinitive marker to   

UNC “Unclassified” items  

VBB The base form of the verb be  

VBD The past form of the verb be  i.e. was, were 

VBG -ing form of the verb be i.e. being 

VBI Infinitive of the verb be  

VBN Past participial of the verb be i.e. been 

VBZ -s form of the verb be i.e. is, ‘s 

VDB Base form of the verb do  

VDD Past form of the verb do i.e. did 

VDG -ing form of the verb do i.e. doing  

VDI Infinite of the verb do  

VDN Past participial of the verb do i.e. done 

VDZ -s form of the verb do i.e. does 

VHB Base form of the verb have i.e. have 

VHD Past tense form of the verb have i.e. had, ‘d 

VHG -ing form of the verb have i.e. having 

VHI Infinitive of the verb have   

VHN Past principal of the verb have  i.e. had 

VHZ -s form of the verb have  i.e. has, ‘s 
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VM0 Modal auxiliary verb e.g. can, could, will 

VVB Base form of lexical verb e.g. take, live  

VVD Pats tens form of lexical verb  e.g. took, lived 

VVG -ing form of lexical verbs  e.g. taking, living  

VVI Infinitive of lexical verbs   

VVN Past participial form of lexical verbs e.g. taken, lived 

VVZ -s form of lexical verb e.g. takes, lives  

XX0 The negative not or n’t  

ZZ0 Alphabetic symbol e.g. G, g, D, d  
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Appendix 2 

Online sources  

 

Likelihood Automatic Word-tagging System (CLAWS). Free of charge on the internet from 

Lancaster University: http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws/  

 

The AntConc concordancer. Free of charge on the internet from:   

http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/software.html  

http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/antconc_index.html  

 

Articles on soccer from The Daily Mail:  

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/08/david-moyes-plans-make-west-ham-players-

work-cry/ 8 Nov 2017 (Accessed: 11 Nov 2017) 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/09/eni-aluko-disappointed-surprised-lack-

support-england-players/  9 Nov 2017. (Accessed: 11 Nov 2017) 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/15/everton-fail-move-lure-marco-silva-watford/                  

15 Nov 2017. (Accessed: 16 Nov 2017) 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/14/secrets-behind-invincibles-fighting-back-

win-2005-fa-cup/ 11 Nov 2017. (Accessed: 16 Nov 2017) 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/16/price-football-80-per-cent-premier-league-

ticket-prices-reduced/ 16 Nov 2017. (Accessed: 16 Nov 2017) 

 

Articles on horse polo from The Daily Telegraph: 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/polo/2017/04/03/cowdray-park-sets-scene-ahead-2017-polo-

season/  3 April 2017. (Assessed: 11 Nov 2017) 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/polo/2017/07/24/hat-trick-king-power-foxes-jaeger-lecoultre-

gold-cup-british/ 25 July 2017. (Accessed: 11 Nov 2017) 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/polo/2017/04/06/england-polo-play-india-hurlingham/ 6 April 

2017. (Accessed: 11 Nov 2017) 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/05/06/eddie-redmayne-matt-smith-host-famous-faces-

watch-prince-harry/ 6 May 2017. (Accessed: 11 Nov 2017) 

http://www.telegraph.co.uk/polo/2017/03/25/england-polo-star-tommy-beresford-relishing-

prospect-saddling/ 25 March 2017. (Accessed: 16 Nov 2017) 

http://ucrel.lancs.ac.uk/claws/
http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/software.html
http://www.antlab.sci.waseda.ac.jp/antconc_index.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/08/david-moyes-plans-make-west-ham-players-work-cry/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/08/david-moyes-plans-make-west-ham-players-work-cry/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/09/eni-aluko-disappointed-surprised-lack-support-england-players/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/09/eni-aluko-disappointed-surprised-lack-support-england-players/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/15/everton-fail-move-lure-marco-silva-watford/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/14/secrets-behind-invincibles-fighting-back-win-2005-fa-cup/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/14/secrets-behind-invincibles-fighting-back-win-2005-fa-cup/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/16/price-football-80-per-cent-premier-league-ticket-prices-reduced/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/football/2017/11/16/price-football-80-per-cent-premier-league-ticket-prices-reduced/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/polo/2017/04/03/cowdray-park-sets-scene-ahead-2017-polo-season/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/polo/2017/04/03/cowdray-park-sets-scene-ahead-2017-polo-season/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/polo/2017/07/24/hat-trick-king-power-foxes-jaeger-lecoultre-gold-cup-british/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/polo/2017/07/24/hat-trick-king-power-foxes-jaeger-lecoultre-gold-cup-british/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/polo/2017/04/06/england-polo-play-india-hurlingham/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/05/06/eddie-redmayne-matt-smith-host-famous-faces-watch-prince-harry/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/2017/05/06/eddie-redmayne-matt-smith-host-famous-faces-watch-prince-harry/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/polo/2017/03/25/england-polo-star-tommy-beresford-relishing-prospect-saddling/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/polo/2017/03/25/england-polo-star-tommy-beresford-relishing-prospect-saddling/
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Articles on horse polo from Daily Mail: 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/world/461892/Queen-s-favourite-polo-player-and-Royal-

tutor-Carlos-Gracida-dies-in-freak-accident 26 Feb 2016. (Accessed: 16 Nov 2017) 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/419560/Being-a-father-is-a-game-changer-which-

explains-how-Prince-William-won-the-polo-match 4 Aug 2013. (Accessed: 16 Nov 2017) 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/807524/meghan-markle-prince-harry-polo-lessons-

malcolm-borwick-royal-couple 22 May 2017. (Accessed: 16 Nov 2017) 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/royal/622788/Prince-Harry-dramatic-horse-fall-during-

South-Africa-polo-match 28 Nov 2015. (Accessed: 16 Nov 2017) 

https://www.express.co.uk/news/uk/197292/Prince-Harry-s-polo-horse-injury-probe  3 Sep 

2010. (Accessed: 16 Nov 2017) 

 

Articles on soccer from Daily Express:  

https://www.express.co.uk/sport/football/880463/Arsenal-Arsene-Wenger-stepped-down-

says-Alan-Smith-exclusive  17 Nov 2017. (Accessed: 17 Nov 2017)  

https://www.express.co.uk/sport/football/880617/Man-Utd-news-Zlatan-Ibrahimovic-

Romelu-Lukaku-Wayne-Rooney 17 Nov 2017. (Accessed: 17 Nov 2017) 

https://www.express.co.uk/sport/football/880667/Manchester-United-news-Tottenham-

Danny-Rose-transfers-Man-Utd  17 Nov 2017. (Accessed: 17 Nov 2017) 

https://www.express.co.uk/sport/football/880655/Barcelona-news-Lionel-Messi-Neymar-

PSG-return-La-Liga-transfer-news 17 Nov 2017. (Accessed 17 Nov 2017)  

https://www.express.co.uk/sport/football/880023/Chelsea-news-Willian-Ruben-Loftus-

Cheek-Crystal-Palace-England-Brazil-Germany 17 Nov 2017. (Accessed: 17 Nov 2017) 

 

Pilot study article on soccer from Daily Star: 

https://www.dailystar.co.uk/sport/football/658668/Jurgen-Klopp-strengthen-Liverpool-

defence-January-Michael-Owen  17 Nov 2017. (Accessed: 17 Nov 2017)  
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